Established in 1892, Frigid Fluid Co. is a family-owned and operated company based in the western suburbs of Chicago. From its humble beginning in the founder’s garage, Frigid Fluid quickly built a reputation of innovation and quality in the death care industry. Now in its 5th generation of ownership by the same family, Frigid maintains its fine reputation by focusing on innovation, maintaining quality manufacturing standards and fostering a customer-centric culture.

Our Flagship Product

Frigid revolutionized the death care industry when it introduced the casket lowering device into the market in 1918.

The original Frigid lowering device was the first fully-automatic lowering device, and its design, virtually unchanged today, was both easy to use and pleasing to the eye. Frigid introduced the Master™ model in 1949 and followed with the Imperial™ model in 1955. Both the Imperial™ and the Master™ share the same dependability, beautiful design, and affordability.

Frigid Casket Lowering Devices give you incomparable beauty, strength, and sturdy construction. The corner heads contain sealed, self-lubricating steel ball bearings throughout, and high quality customized precision gearing made of tempered steel and bronze. At the heart of each unit is the one and only Frigid-designed and handcrafted governor and governor brake assembly, which works to maintain a smooth lowering speed. Streamlined design, inherent quality and master workmanship are priceless ingredients you’ll find only in a Frigid device.

All Frigid Lowering Devices are Available in Two Models

The Funeral Director Model

The long rails are designed to break apart and fold in half making it easier for 1 person to transport the device halves from gravesite to gravesite. The Funeral Director model also provides space savings when storage is necessary.

The Cemetery Model

On the Cemetery model the long rails telescope lengthwise but they do not fold or collapse. The rails are removable by the simple means of 4 threaded studs, but the intention of the design is that they stay attached at all times. For this reason a 2-man setup is recommended.
Streamlined design, inherent quality and master workmanship, priceless ingredients you find only in a Frigid device.

The Frigid Imperial™ casket lowering device has become a favorite among customers because of its quality of construction and its assurance of performance. As a medium-grade device, the Imperial™ is capable of bearing loads up to 800 pounds. The Imperial™ features an adjustable braking system giving you added control over the lowering speed. Weighing 110 pounds plain in the original model and 84 pounds in the 2.0 model, the Imperial™ is designed for either a one- or two-person setup.

The Imperial™ is available in two models: the Cemetery model or the Funeral Director model, and comes with stainless steel tubing. The device telescopes from 62” x 26” to 94” x 38”.

All Frigid-manufactured casket lowering devices include the following features:
- Sealed, self-lubricating steel ball bearings
- Custom-tempered steel and bronze precision gearing
- Frigid-designed and crafted governor for smooth lowering
- Adjustable braking system for an infinite number of lowering speeds
- Polished hand brake for simple-release lowering
- Sturdy, polished aluminum cast heads house all moving parts
- High quality ISO:9001 certified stainless steel rails

All Imperial™ casket lowering devices are available in the following packages:
- **Imperial Plain** 3-IMP5502SK
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Crank Handle
- **Imperial Placer Set** 3-IMP5502SP
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Casket Placer Set, Crank Handle
- **Imperial 3in1 Combo**
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Casket Placer Set, Regular OR Telescoping Stand
  Reg Stand – 3-IMP5504S
  Tele Stand – 3-IMP5506S

Imperial 2.0 a New Generation of Quality

With a total weight of just 84 pounds and a seamless design in the head covers, the Imperial 2.0™ continues the same strength and reliability of the original Imperial™ model in a sleeker and lighter form.
The Frigid Master™ casket lowering device is a high-grade lowering device specifically designed for everyday heavy-duty use. The load bearing components of the Master™ are twice the size of those found in the Imperial™ device, making it the safest and most durable device manufactured by Frigid. Compared to the Imperial™, the corner housings are more spacious, making repairs and maintenance much easier. With a 1000 pound weight capacity, it is an ideal choice for lowering a casket and fiberglass vault combo. Weighing 130 pounds plain, the Master™ is designed for a two person setup.

The Master™ is available in two models: the Cemetery model or the Funeral Director model, and comes with stainless steel tubing. The device telescopes from 62” x 26” to 94” x 38”.

Also available is the Master™ over-sized device. The over-sized device is 6” wider than a regular lowering device to accommodate wider caskets. Device telescopes from 62” x 32” to 94” x 44”.

All Master™ casket lowering devices are available in the following packages:

- **Master Plain** – 3-MAS4901SK
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Crank Handle
- **Master Placer Set** – 3-MAS4901SP
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Casket Placer Set, Crank Handle
- **Master 3in1 Combo**
  Lowering Device, Strap Set, Casket Placer Set, Regular OR Telescoping Stand
  Reg Stand 3-MAS4902S
  Tele Stand 3-MAS4903S
**Frigid Lowering Device Accessories**

Frigid Lowering Device Stand

Frigid Regular Stand 3-STD1011S
The original lowering device stand provides a sturdy base for the display of your casket lowering device during service. It stands 14” high and is made with stainless steel corner post tubing. All other tubing is polished aluminum. **Weight:** 50 lbs.

Frigid Telescoping Stand 3-STD1007S
Constructed of the same materials as the original lowering device stand, the telescoping model is fully adjustable for hillside setup. One end of the telescoping stand adjusts from 10” to 18” while the other end adjusts from 14” to 26”. **Weight:** 95 lbs.

Frigid Stainless Steel Casket Placer Set 3-PLC19
The Frigid Casket Placer Set was designed to provide casket handlers with a safe and effortless way of assuring proper placement of the casket on the lowering device. Our placer set is constructed of strong, polished stainless steel and steel rubberized rollers. It consists of 4 roller clamps, 1 end roller clamp, 1 end stop clamp and 2 stainless steel guide rods.

**Placer Sets cannot be added to lowering devices without ratchet gears already on the side rails. If you have questions whether your device is compatible or not please call.**

Lowering Device Stand Drapes
Device drapes are available in burgundy, blue and green Hi-Lustre drapery material. All device drapes come with velcro straps for attachment to stand tubing. Drapes are four pieces unless the one-piece wrap around feature is specified. Two styles are available:

- **Four Piece Single-Faced** 5-DRP1062
  Designed for our non-telescoping device stand.
- **Four Piece Double-Faced** 5-DRP1062D, Tele Stands 5-DRP1071
  Twice the thickness of Single-Faced drapes, the plush side of the material is visible both on the outside and the inside of the drape. Available for non-telescoping stands and telescoping stands. Our Double-Faced drapes for telescoping stands are equipped with an internal spring mechanism which allows them to be tapered to conform to the uneven ground in a hillside setup.

- **One Piece Wrap Around** 5-DRP1063, Double Faced 5-DRP1063D
  One piece wrap around drapes feature a spring and Velcro tabs. It can be used on a regular stand to speed up setup time and increase efficiency.

Frigid Imperial™ Device Head Covers 3-COVEHEAD-IMP
The perfect product to keep your new Frigid Imperial™ lowering device looking like new! Sturdy black plastic covers fit snugly over the corner heads to protect them from scratches and tarnish. Set of 4 includes 3 solid covers and 1 with crank handle hole.

For more information: visit us online www.frigidfluid.com • toll-free 800-621-4719

5
Gravesite Grass Sets

Frigid grass is made of a virtually indestructible, non-absorbent fibrous material that is easy to keep clean and will last for years of use. It features invis-bind, a clear thread binding to help the artificial grass blend naturally into the gravesite setup.

**Mound Cover and Border (no liner)** 5-GRASFGP2
12’ x 14’ mound cover (in 2 pieces), two 3’ x 8’ pieces, two 3’ x 9’ pieces.

**Grave Border** 5-GRASFGP3
Two 3’ x 8’ pieces, two 3’ x 9’ pieces.

**T-Style Liner-Border Combo** 5-GRASFGP6
Two 6’ x 8’ side pieces and two 3’ x 9’ T-end pieces with 3’ x 3’ drops.

**Mound Cover** 5-GRASFGP8
12’ x 14’ cover (in 2 pieces).

**T-Style Set** 5-GRASFGP9
12’ x 14’ mound cover (in 2 pieces), two 6’ x 8’ side pieces and two 3’ x 9’ T-end pieces with 3’ x 3’ drops.

**Custom Sizes** 5-GRASPOLYD
We manufacture our own grass so if custom sets or sizes are needed just let us know, we’re happy to help!

Lowering Device Straps

Frigid lowering device straps are 3 7/8” wide and are available in both green and black poly heat-sealed, nylon webbing in any length desired. Standard lengths available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strap Length</th>
<th>Grave Depth</th>
<th>Product Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 feet</td>
<td>6 foot</td>
<td>5-STR789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5 feet</td>
<td>7 foot</td>
<td>5-STR790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 feet</td>
<td>8 foot</td>
<td>5-STR791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.5 feet</td>
<td>9 foot</td>
<td>5-STR792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 feet</td>
<td>10 foot</td>
<td>5-STR793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5 feet</td>
<td>11 foot</td>
<td>5-STR794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 feet</td>
<td>12 foot</td>
<td>5-STR795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Custom sizes are also available for straps longer than 30 feet.

Our straps have a proven breaking strength of 2000 pounds each. For a small fee we can double-ply the center yard of each long strap for added strength if desired. Just ask for reinforced straps when you order. They can be purchased by the long strap or in sets (4 short, 2 long).

Safety Straps 5-STR760

Our safety straps are made of the same poly heat-sealed nylon webbing as our lowering device straps. Safety straps include rubber covered steel hooks on both ends. Overall length of hook and strap is 56”. Strap alone measures 48”. Custom size safety straps are available.

**Safety Chains** 3-SAFC766

Safety chains are for those who want absolutely no risk of accident when lowering a casket. Each of the two steel machine chains are rated at a 545 lb load capacity. Overall length of hook and chain is 68”. Chain alone measures 54”.

Bronze Crank Handle 4-HTB100, Polished 4-HTB100P

Newly redesigned Frigid lowering device handle features stronger construction to resist bending. Works with both the Imperial and Master model devices.
FRIDGID LOWERING DEVICE ACCESSORIES

**Frigid Hi-Lustre Chair Covers**

Our chair covers are made of traditional Hi-Lustre fabric. Machine-wash or dry-clean. Please specify fabric color (burgundy, green or blue) when ordering. Monogram available. Green 5-COVECHAI-G, Red/Burgundy 5-COVECHAI-R, Blue 5-COVECHAI-B.

**Full Device Cover** Imperial 5-COVEBOX-I, Master 5-COVEBOX-M

Save hundreds of dollars in repairs and re-polishing. The Frigid Full Device Cover is made of heavy-duty canvas and reinforced with extra heavy-duty canvas at the device corner heads. Featuring four handles for easy carrying, this is a simple way to keep your device in tip-top shape!

**Caska-Rol Placer Bars** 2-CASKROL-P

The Caska-Rol Placer combines top-quality construction with safety and convenience. Its sturdy rubber rollers have been spaced precisely so that all standard caskets will roll smoothly without drag. Set of 3 bars with an adjustable brake included.

**Replacement Parts**

In need of parts for your lowering device? Frigid has all parts for Imperial, Master and legacy Standard lowering devices available for purchase. Give us a call to request our current part diagrams.

For more information: visit us online www.frigidfluid.com • toll-free 800-621-4719
Frigid Hercules Lift: Concrete & Steel Vault Placer 3-HERC122HD

The Hercules is used to raise and lower heavy vaults, assist in exhuming caskets, and position heavy monuments. It is constructed from 1.25” square steel tubing, features large 15” (rim diameter) wheels, and a ball hitch coupler for easy maneuvering when partnered with a truck. Lifting Capacity: 2300 lbs. Dimensions: 89” x 55” x 40”.

Frigid Streamliner Mobile Stand and Casket Carrier 3-STRM614

The Streamliner is designed to work best when paired with a Frigid Lowering Device with Placer Set, giving you a gravesite setup that is both safe and completely mobile.

The Streamliner enables your setup, including drape, device and placer set, to remain intact between burials. Sturdy tires move the Streamliner throughout the cemetery smoothly and with ease. The tow bar is removable, allowing for two or more units to be coupled together. The Streamliner will relieve strain on the pallbearers’ backs, while two wheel brakes and wheel locks ensure that each burial takes place without mishap. Rubber covered hooks securely hold the casket lowering device to the unit. Consistent use of the Streamliner Mobile Stand & Casket Carrier can lengthen the life of your Frigid lowering device by protecting it from drops and other accidents.

The Streamliner ships complete with tow bar and one pair of steel channels. The drape comes in three colors and is available at an extra charge. Also available in oversize. Dimensions: 112” x 53” x 23”.

Frigid Invincible Pallbearer Casket Carriage 3-PALL1400

The Frigid Invincible is the best way of providing pallbearers with a dependable method for moving the casket from hearse to gravesite without mishap. Built with traditional Frigid quality, the Invincible is as rugged as a tank and runs as smoothly as a fine watch. It is built to last and with proper maintenance will provide care-free service for years. It has a heavy-duty frame of 1 1/2-14 gauge welded steel tubing and extra-large fully pneumatic wheels (4.5” x 10”). Nameplates and drapery are available for further service enhancement.

Infant/Urn Lowering Device 3-IMPINF/URN-3

The Infant/Urn lowering device offers the strength and beautiful visual appeal of our traditional casket lowering devices in a unique smaller version. It features cast aluminum heads, stainless steel tubing, and a smooth, fully automatic one-man operation. It is 40” in length with lockable widths adjustable from 14”-24”. The Infant/Urn device incorporates the same easy release hand brake mechanism as our casket lowering devices. The Infant/Urn device bears the name because it can be used to display and lower urn vaults as well as infant-sized caskets.

A simple square tube welded stand is available which can be dressed with our one-piece wrap around drape. The drape is available in our standard 3 color choices: Green, Burgundy or Blue. The turf covered urn display board provides an attractive finishing touch to this setup.
FRIGID CEMETERY EQUIPMENT

McNeil Grave Markers
R-MARKER700
All aluminum, no glass, write-in info on alum. insert with ballpoint pen, 36/box
R-MARKER900
Aluminum, 8 1/2” x 4 5/8” top, 15 3/4” stake, includes assortment of letters & numbers, 36/box
R-MARKERC166
Cast chrome, 4 1/2” x 8 1/2” top, 15 3/4” stake, assortment of letter & numbers, 25/box

All markers are available imprinted with your firm’s name.

Stainless Lot Markers
Embossed stainless steel marking discs with cast iron pins. Factory numbering is available for an extra charge.
R-MARKW/OP35 - 3.5” D, no pin
R-MARKW/OP45 - 4.5” D, no pin
R-MARKWP35 - 3.5” D, with pin
R-MARKWP45 - 4.5” D, with pin

Norman Grave Markers
Norman grave markers are constructed of hot-dipped galvanized steel and come with virtually unbreakable acrylic card covers.
R-MARKCRTL
Crown tilted marker, tilted stake, 16 5/8” H, card opening 2 3/8” x 4 5/8”, 25/box
R-MARKRYTL
Royal tilted marker, tilted stake, 16 5/8” H, card opening 2 1/4” x 4 3/4”, 25/box
R-MARKSURF
Surface marker, 5” x 7 1/4”, card opening 2 3/8” x 4 5/8”, 25/box

Lakeshore Cast Markers
Lakeshore cast aluminum lot markers are available blank or imprinted with letters and/or numbers for an extra charge per character.
R-MARKLOT3R - 3” round top, 8” integrally cast 3-spline stake. Max 3 characters.
R-MARKLOT3X6R - 3” x 6” rectangular, 11” integrally cast 3-spline stake
R-MARKLOT4R11 - 4” round top, 11” integrally cast 3-spline stake
R-MARKLOT4R8 - 4” round top, 8” integrally cast galvanized spike
R-MARKLOT4X2O - 4” x 2” oval top, 8” integrally cast galvanized spike
R-MARKLOT4X7R - 4” x 7” rectangular, 11” integrally cast 3-spline stake
R-MARKLOT5S11 - 5” square top, 11” integrally cast 3-spline stake
R-MARKLOT5S8 - 5” square top, 8” integrally cast galvanized spike
R-MARKTEMP - 4” square plastic top, 8” galvanized spike

For more information: visit us online www.frigidfluid.com • toll-free 800-621-4719
**Frigid Flower Vases**

**Frigid Utility Flower Vases**

Simplicity means economy and durability with these ground level vases. Use with single or double wall polycasings to add longevity to the units.

Galvanized vase & casing, 7” depth
- R-VASE1GG7

Galvanized vase & single wall polycasing, 8” depth, grey
- R-VASE2GP8

Galvanized vase & casing, 8” depth
- R-VASE1GG8

Galvanized vase & double wall polycasing, 8” depth, brown
- R-VASE3GP8

**Frigid Thrifty Flower Vases**

Available as ground level or half-exposed when open, the THRIFTY Series cast zinc vases provide maximum economy with durability.

Zinc vase & single wall polycasing, bronze enamel
- Half-exposed R-VASE4BP
- Ground level R-VASE8BP

Zinc vase & single wall polycasing, grey enamel
- Half-exposed R-VASE4GP
- Ground level R-VASE8GP

Zinc vase & single wall polycasing, bronze textured
- Half-exposed R-VASE4TP
- Ground level R-VASE8TP

**Frigid Spartan Flower Vases**

Half-exposed when open, the SPARTAN vases are available in three finishes and choices of a zinc casing or a 4 1/2” diameter polycasing.

Zinc vase & casing, bronze enamel w/ Polycasing
- R-VASE7BP

Zinc vase & casing, grey enamel w/ Polycasing
- R-VASE7GP

Zinc vase & zinc casing, bronze textured w/ Zinc casing
- R-VASE7TT

**Frigid Grecian Flower Vases**

Fully exposed when open, the GRECIAN Series cast vases are available in four handsome finishes and include a 5” diameter stainless steel casing with a locking ring at the top.

Zinc vase & stainless steel casing, bronze powder coat
- R-VASE9BS

Zinc vase & stainless steel casing, brown epoxy
- R-VASE9ES

Zinc vase & stainless steel casing, grey powder coat
- R-VASE9GS

Zinc vase & stainless steel casing, bronze textured
- R-VASE9TS
Do you know about Frigid’s Funeral Home Product Division?

Frigid Fluid manufactures and supplies all products related to embalming and the funeral home business. Since 1892 Frigid has been mixing chemicals and distributing products to discerning embalmers throughout the world.

Frigid’s line of embalming fluids have many strong features:

**Arterial Fluids featuring SILITECH: Frigid Silicone Technology**

Frigid Fluid is the only manufacturer in the industry using silicone as an additive to the embalming fluid formula. Silicone lubricates the arterial system to help distribute formaldehyde deeply into the capillaries, thus promoting: Deeper Diffusion, Wider Profusion, Enhance Saturation and Superior Periphery Preservation.

**Phenol-Free Products**

Embalming fluids manufactured by Frigid are totally free of Phenol. Phenol is a hazmat classified chemical that is highly toxic and known to cause lung irritation.

**Non-Hazmat Material Formulations**

Frigid Fluid’s arterial and cavity fluids are classified as non-hazardous material under current US specifications. These fluids can be shipped by common carrier under the classification ORM-D. This reduces freight costs and does not require the imposition of a hazmat fee by the freight company.

**Frigid Funeral Service Supplies**

Complementing our great line of embalming fluids are all products related to the prep room and funeral service. Key products are kept in stock and are available to ship next day. Be sure to visit our website or call to request a catalog!

For more information: visit us online www.frigidfluid.com • toll-free 800-621-4719